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About This Content

The omnibus simulator captures the famous holiday island! With the OMSI 2 Add-on Mallorca the player can experience the
popular beach region on the Balearic Islands along the Platja de Palma cities Palma, Can Pastilla, El Molinar S’Arenal. Three

city bus lines, one express bus line and 33 special lines lead you through these nearly completely open cities, extensively staffed
with more than 1,000 objects and buildings. The motorway MA-19 along the eastern part of the bay is also included.

Thanks to a cooperation with the local transport service EMT Palma, the modelled routes and timetables follow the original
schedule data of the Palma region. For passenger transportation, the player has one solo bus and one articulated bus at his
disposal. They come with true to original liveries as well as newly recorded announcements and passenger voices. Several

animations bring the scenery to life; for example, you can find cruise liners docking in the harbour and airplanes landing at
Palma de Mallorca Airport.

Apart from that, the buses can not only be used on Mallorca, but are also compatible with the add-on Project Gladbeck.
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The cities of Palma, Can Pastilla, El Molinar, S’Arenal, Platja de Palma

Four of the five cities can be driven in almost completely

3 city bus lines

1 express bus line

33 special lines

Real schedule data from EMT Palma

Including solo bus and articulated bus of the transport services

Announcements and new voices of the passengers

More than 1,000 objects and buildings

Motorway MA-19 included

Buses compatible with add-on Project Gladbeck

Docking and departing cruise ships

Airplanes landing at the airport
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Can actually log out. HEY MISTER YOU WANNA WRESTLE??????. the game was far too short with no really goal, not
good, disappointing. What a wonderfull game. I found it easy to immerse myself into the exsperience. The artstyle and
mechanics meshed perfectly in a way that allowed such immersion to play out. The story is simple yet elegently displayed, with
the right amout of foreshadowing, seasoned with adiquite drama, and simple, yet effective, lead ons. It gives the brain jsut
enough fuel to keep wondering without oversaturating the curiosity. Any spontanius physics bugs can be atributed to unity, and
at that I exsperienced signifigantly lesss than most unity titles I encounter. Overall Well recomended, and signifigantly
apprecheated.. INDIE TRASH
YOU'RE BETTER OFF PLAYING A PROPER PS1/PS2/NES GAME THAN WASTING YOUR TIME ON THIS TRASH
0/10 SHAME ON THE GAME DEV. if you liked gunpoint, then this game is nothing like gunpoint. go play gunpoint again
instead.

i did not enjoy the gameplay, the writing was poor and the equipment purchasing was either poorly designed or bugged out. i
bought some glasses, i took them off, i could not put them back on - i guess all your items are disposable. be careful with that if
you play this.. Simple, quick, and art direction is great.. LMGs were fun, and I'm sure the new perk deck patch will see their use
rise again, but currently they're a bit limited... High ammo cap, absurdly fun holding down an entire street of cops, but accuracy
and stability can be a problem, a commando or car 4 with half the ammo can reliably get the same, if not more kills without
being slowed down. God help if you're tased.

The cloaker whilst not part of the DLC makes a glorious return, living up to PD1 legends.
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What a fun ride this was.

Root Double is the most recent (well, if you don't count the untranslated Punchline) game by Takumi Nakazawa, the director
and co-writer for the rather popular Visual Novel "Infinity" series.
He worked alongside Kotaro Uchikoshi, which has been garnering praise over here in the west for his "Zero Escape Series",
which are "999: 9 Persons, 9 Hours, 9 Doors" and "Virtue's Last Reward". Later this month we'll be getting the closing chapter
"Zero Time Dillema".

Anyway, Root Double is a sci-fi visual novel about 9 people being trapped inside a nuclear research facility called LABO. After
an explosion occurs and a "Case N" is announced, the facility enters a timed lockdown and those 9 souls must survive until it's
lifted. However, too many things seem strange about the incident, and the answer lies within the memories of each one, both
after and before the accident.

First of all, PLAY ROOT A FIRST! I cannot stress this enough. Otherwise your enjoyment of the story will be severely
damaged.

Second, even though it often gets compared to the Zero Escape series, know that Root Double is not so much about the survival
as it is about it's characters and the worldbuilding around the novel concept of Beyond Communication (think Telapathy, but
way more detailed and explained in well researched scientific terms). It has its fair share of tense moments, and Root A in
particular is more focused on the increasingly dire situation, but after that things slow down a bit to focus on characterization,
which I didn't mind at all: it still had tons of suspenseful foreshadowing and it was absolutely entertaining throught.

It has some problems, however: some of the biggest twists are rather predictable and I felt it lost some opportunities of creating
really awesome scenes using it's core storytelling premise, which is absolutely BRILLIANT by the way. Not to mention how it's
choice system, despite a bit confusing at first, is a breath of fresh air on VNs.

Even so, do not let this dissuade you from trying this out: it's hands down one of the best, most meaty and all-around great
Visual Novels on Steam, trully showing that the medium can be much more than porn or dating-sims. Hell, it clocks around 50
to 60 hours to complete all the content, it's price is more than worth it.

PS: also, for those of you who enjoy it, there's plenty of bad ends. I love how bad ends makes you think through your choices.. It
isn't that big, but it's a nice little addition. Great Game, got it on 2 computers and my iPad.
Unfortunately it doesn't work on my mac with 10.8.2.. Mai Shiranui is a fun addition to the Dead or Alive 5 cast. She has her
moves from the Fatal Fury and King of Fighters games. Fans of these series will be happy to play as Mai in Dead or Alive 5.
What's even cooler is that you can even have Mai Shiranui vs. Virtua Fighter characters for the ultimate crossover!. A pretty
interesting look at agency and control in video games. The story is great, and gave me a lot to think about, however the game
suffers from several design issues. The levels and spaces are badly laid out and the general design of the city and interiors is
quite poor. The game feels very slow at times due to large spaces between points of interest. The developers clearly has a lot of
heart and some great ideas, but needs to work on the more techinical and design aspects of making games.. One of the best RC
training sims availbe. VR support is just icing on the cake. Pretty difficult, but highly enjoyable. Great soundtrack. Love the old-
school pixel graphics.
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